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Geography and Geology 
The purpose of this research is to identify factors 
that contribute to wood fuel consumption as a space heating 
source and estimate a county-wide proportion for wood fuel 
consuming households. In addition, environmental problems 
associated with deforestation such as erosion and loss of 
wildlife habitat are delineated; moreover, air pollution 
resulting from wood fuel e missions are discussed. 
An exhaustive literature review provided the basis for 
the study . Data on Warren County wood fuel consumption pat-
terns were derived from a mail su rvey. Proportion estimates 
were tested by using a classical two-tail test of hypo-
thesis. Subsequently, factors were identified and used in a 
multiple regression analysis. 
The study found that low income households equipped 
with electric space heating systems located in rural areas 
are the most wood intensive. Unlike homes equipped with 
other alternate heating systems, electric space heat 
equipped househOlds tend to consume wood fuel proportiona lly 
to income. The study also found that 26.3 percent of single 
family residences in the county lIse wood for space heating. 
vii 
Statement of the Problem 
CHAPTER J 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent professional and popular journals have featured 
articles on such topics as tropical deforestation, global 
warming, and the benefits of reforestation projects. A 
theme is consistent among them all: deforestation is a 
threat to the biosphere with respect to its influence on 
rising carbon dioxide levels and resultant increasing atmos-
pheric temperatures. 
Although the emphasis in recent years has been on the 
plight of the tropical rainforest, there are concerns about 
mid-latitude deforestation as well. Most attention has been 
on depletion by lumber industries, although the use of wood 
for space heating is exacerbating the carbon dioxide situa-
tion. 
There are also other adverse environmental consequences 
with respect to uncontrolled harvesting of wood for fuel: 
losses in soil fertility, decreases in wildlife habitat, 
reduction in microclimate moderation, and air pollution. 
Wood heaters that pre-date EPA emission standards produce 
high levels of air pollution in the form of particulate 
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matter and a number of combustion gases. Several of these 
gases are carcinogens. 
Nonetheless, there are studies that show environmental 
bene fit s from wood heating a nd fuel harvesting. When the 
wood is burned in the newer hi ghly eff icient he ating units, 
combustion gases are complete ly oxidized. When har vesting is 
conducted in a managed system, the forest prov i des erosion 
protection, quality habitat, and microclimate amelioration. 
Warren County, Kentucky, ( Fig ure )-1) was selected for 
the purpose of examining the factors involved in wood fuel 
consumption for domestic space heati ng in a region generally 
representati ve of much of the upper southeastern United 
. tates. During the pre-settlemen t period , most of the county 
was covered with e astern hardwood forest. With the e xception 
o f the centra l city of Bowling Green and sUburbs and agri -
cultural areas lying to the south and east, a considerable 
amount of this forest remains today, although most is second 
and third-growth timber (Figure 1-2). 
The study focuses on the following four questions: 
Which income groups are the most wood heating intensive? 
What factors influence the decision to use wood fuel ? Are 
there identifiable settlement patterns associated with wood 
fuel users? What are the environmental implications of the 
process? The hypothesis is that consumption is inversely 
related to income and that twenty-five percent of the resi-
dents use wood for all or part of their space heating. 
Factors such as house size, insulation, and affordability of 
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alternate heating systems are assumed functions of income. 
Although the study pertains to a comparatively restricted 
region, its findings are probably closely related to pat-
terns in many other areas of the nation. 
The Wood Heating Decision 
Although regional variations exist in the use of wood 
for home heating, geographic journals have neglected the 
topic. There are, however, pUblications in other disciplines 
that do address the subject in a general manner. Most of the 
authors of articles in journals and books suggest various 
factors as well as benefits that contribute to the decision 
to burn wood for space heating. 
Relative increases in alternate heating costs are the 
most important reasons cited in the decision to burn wood 
for space heating. This relationship is delineated in 
Science ~ (1981), and by Bryant (1986), Parker (1988), 
Turback (1989), and Miller (1990). "he national move to wood 
fuel for space heating came in response to the 1970s Arab 
Oil Embargo. Recent stability in oil prices and improve-
ments in the national economy have adversely affected the 
wood stove industry causing failures and mergers (Parker, 
1988). In 1972 wood stove sales were at a meager 200,000 
units per year . As oil prices ros through the 1970s and 
very early 1980s, the annual sale of units escalated to a 
peak of 2.5 million in 1980. In the early eighties stove 
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sales were at a constant annual figure of million units 
(Science ~~, 1981). There was a decline in unit sales 
through the mid-eighties which bottomed out at 350,000 in 
1987 (Parker, 1988). Similar figures are cited by Golden 
(1984), Task Force on Energy and Forest Resources (1979). 
Bottorf (1988). Turback (1989). and Miller (1990). The sale 
of fireplace inserts as an energy-efficient alternative. 
however. has partially offset the retail receipts lost in 
faltering stove sales (Dillard, 1990). 
Richard Bryant (1986) concluded in a national study 
that wood fuel consumption rates were inversely related to 
household income and suggested that they were directly 
related to al t ernate heating costs. 
A recen' y published study showed a correlation between 
a substantial ro~uction in electricity consumption and use 
of wood heaters. Morse and Small (1989) stated that in 1984 
the presence of a wood stove in an average electrically 
heated single family dwelling in Ohio suppressed electrical 
ene~gy consumption by an average of 2,937 kwh, a 28% reduc-
tion in annual consumption. 
For those who own a heating unit and can obtain wood 
fuel at reasonable or no cost, wood heating may be consid-
ered long-term cost effective. Labor, time, and equipment 
are the basic cost factors. Mauls, wedges, and chainsaws are 
essential tools for cutting and splitting most hardwoods. 
Local retailers supply these tools. While prices vary with 
the season and degree of cold weather, average prices for a 
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maul or wedge range between $15.00 and $30.00. Chainsaws can 
bp. obtained for as little as $75.00 or as much as $300.00. 
Wood stoves or fi replace i nserts are the most expensive 
components, ranging in price from $800.00 to $2,500.00. On a 
long-term basis, however, these costs are miniscule compared 
to winter utility bills exceeding $150.00 per month. 
In addition to economic factors related to wood 
heating, cultural traditions that e mbody the spirit of home, 
family, and independence are very important variables which 
defy quantificat i on. For many Amer i cans in various socioeco-
nomic groups, wood fires are synonymous with these "folksy 
traditions." "Unlike a mess of oil or a heap of coal, a 
star~ of wo d is a living and gladdening thing to behold." 
An cU d allmanac says, "City homes are warmed by coal, bu t 
countrr hearths warm the soul" (Sloane, p.40, 1956). 
A wood burning home has a true hearth, a center of 
warmth that pulls the family and friends together during the 
cold winter months. The task of gathering wood is exercise 
with a purpose. Each billet you heft will serve your family; 
moreover, getting heat from trees connects you to the natu-
ral environment, just as harvesting fresh corn connects the 
gardener and bagging a winter's worth of venison bonds the 
hunter (~fother ~~, 1987). 
Even critics who have pointed out the limited effi-
ciency of the traditional open fireplace, have acknowledged 
the fact that this is one of the spiritual assets of the 
home (Langdon, 1941). 
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Factors Hindering The Wood Heating Decision 
Beyond the matter of the air pollution problem (a topic 
that will be discussed in the Air Pollution and Regulations 
section of the paper), there are six factors w~ich hinder 
the increase in the numbers of households that burn wood. 
(J) For those households that buy their wood, they are 
confronted with unpredictable supplies (Task Force on Energy 
and Forest Resources, 1979). (2) The cost of cleaning chim-
neys, flues, and replacing worn parts has to be borne by 
wood fuel users (Turback, 1989). (3) Time and labor required 
to maintain wood supplies and heat levels are also adverse 
factors (Turback, 1989). (4) Wood heating produces uneven 
heat which some people may dislike, especially those who 
attempt to heat larger areas. (5) Wood heating units, espe-
cially inserts, may be too expensive for some low income 
groups (Allen, 1990, Dillard, 1990, and Graham, 1990). (6) 
Perhaps the greatest reason for reluctance to heat with wood 
stoves is because insurance companies restrict coverage on 
homes equipped with certain older stoves, although inserts 
are not restricted because they are enclosed by heat resist-
ant brick (Di llard, 1990). 
Local Insert and Stove Marketing Patterns 
As mentioned previously, wood stoves help reduce elec-
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trical heating expenses and add to the spiritual assets of 
the home. They are also generally more affordable than 
inserts. An EPA phase 1 or phase II approved insert costs 
$2.500.00. including installation. A similarly approved 
stove can be obtained for less than a third of the cost of 
an insert ( Allen. 1990). 
Related to this is the value that an EPA approved wood 
heating unit adds to the local market value of the home. 
Graham (1990) estimates that an electrically heated home 
will increase in value by $750-$1.000 . Homes with electric 
space or radiant heaters benefit the most while homes with 
~eat pumps gain the least in market value. Dwellings with 
natural gas increase in value similarly to those equipped 
with heat pumps. However. stoves are more cost effective 
than inserts by virtue of their lower purchase price and 
comparable effect on the market value of the home as well as 
proven ability to reduce electrical heating expenses. 
Although fireplaces are used primarily for their aes-
thetics. an insert adds heating comfort by increasing effi-
ciency. Graham (1990) estimates that 75%-80% of new homes in 
Warren County. valued above $60.000. are equipped with a 
fireplace. Of this number. 15% have inserts. He also stated 
that approximately 55% of all new single family residences 
in Warren County are sold at prices above $60.000. Based 
upon these figures and those published by BRADD (1988). 24 
new homes per year are equipped with an insert. 
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Air Pollution and Regulations 
Frederic Golden (1984) has noted that most antipollu-
tion laws were devised to control industrial wastes and 
fumes of internal combustion engines, not contamination from 
individual homes. 
Besides contributing to outdoor pollution, older wood 
heating units contribute to indoor POllution as well. This 
invOlves ignition materials used by households as well as 
the primary wood fuel. Materials such as plastics, card-
board, colored papers, foam rubber or leaves are frequently 
cited as igniters. Indoor pollution is caused by cracks, 
inadequately sealed doors, and opening the door during igni-
tion and reloading of the firebox. This is especially haz-
ardous in air-tight buildings. Miller (1990) states that 
three of the twelve major indoor POllutants are attributed 
to wood heaters: first, benzo-a-pyrene, a carcinogen; sec-
ond, nitrogen ox i des which cause irritated lungs, children's 
colds, and headaches; third, carbon monoxide which causes 
headaches, drowsiness, irregular heartbeat, and mortality. 
There is also the carcinogenic family of toxins referred to 
as polycyclic organic matter (POMs). 
In cities such as Denver, Portland, Oregon, and Mis-
soula, Montana, more than half of atmospheric minute solids 
stem from wood burning. In response to frequent temperature 
inversions and excessive concentrations of pollutants, Mis-
1 I 
soula. Montana. passed regulations in 1984 on the times dur-
ing which households may burn wood (Golden. 1984). 
In 1986. Oregon became the first state to prohibit the 
sale of high pOllution emitting units; other states subs~­
quently followed. Each state adopted different emission 
guidelin e s forcing the Wood Heating Alliance (WHA). a na-
tional trade organization. to petition the EPA for national 
standards. Environmentalists. scientists. and state agencies 
joined with the EPA and the WHA to establish a single set of 
national standards. 
EPA regulations require manufacturers to produce heat-
ing units that more completely oxidize particulate matter 
(TurbaCk. 1989). Most particulate matter is in the form of 
fly ash. However. more complete oxidation results in in-
creased CO 2 emissions. No other emissions are covered by 
the standards which apply to catalytic and non-catalytic 
units. although most of these (except carbon dioxide) are 
reduced. 
The EPA implemented regulations in two phases. Phase I 
covers stoves and inserts manufactured between JUly. 1988 
and July, 1990. Catalytic units made during this phase may 
emit no more than 5.5g/hr (grams of particulates per hour) 
and noncatalytic units no more than 8.5g/hr. Phase II covers 
units manufactured after July, 1990. During this phase. cat-
alytic units may enlit no more than 4.1g/hr and noncatalytic 
units may emit no more than 7.5g/hr. Catalytic units have 
more stringent testing requirements because the catalyst 
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gradually degrades over time and later emits more particu-
lates and other pollutants than when it was new (Beorner, 
1987). The EPA is not seeking regulations on the installa-
tion of stoves, operating times, or the condition of the 
units. State and local governments may do so, however 
(Turback, 1989). 
Due to emission standards, units have become more effi-
cient. The only substantial distinction between inserts and 
stoves is their location in the dwelling. The obvious advan-
tage of the insert is that it takes up little or no living 
space. Their efficiency ratings are quite similar to central 
furnaces. The Task Force on Energy and Forest Resources 
(1979) predicted that improvements in efficiency would in-
crease consumer response in the market place. 
Improvements in efficiency are attributed to high-tech 
combustion chambers, concentrated pellets, or catalytic con-
verters which increase combustion of incompletely oxidized 
particulate matter and aerosols. Creosote reductions as high 
as 90% have been reported resulting in low~r cleaning costs 
and reduced fire hazard risk. Creosote build-up in the flue 
of older units has caused insurance companies to restrict 
coverage on homes with wood stoves (Dillard, 1990). Reduc-
tions in carbon monoxide amount to 90%, nearly all pOlycyc-
lic organic matter is oxidized, and nitrogen oxide emissions 
are significantly reduced. 
Catalytic Units 
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One hundred and eleven of the 212 EPA certified stoves 
use a catalyst to cut emissions (Turback, 1989). A typical 
catalytic combustor is a honeycombed ceramic cylinder about 
six inches in diameter and three inches high. The surfaces 
of the honeycomb have been coated or impregnated with a rare 
metal catalyst, usually platinum or palladium. As incom-
pletely burned elements such as carbon monoxide pass through 
the cells of the honeycomb, the catalyst increases the rate 
at which they are combined with oxygen (oxidized). The oxi-
dation of carbon monoxide results in the formation of carbon 
dioxide (Owen, 1980). 
The catalyst forces the combustion of smoke at 500 
degrees Fahrenheit. Normally smoke ignites at 1,000 degrees. 
The fire in most airtight uni t s h ich are not catalyst 
equipped rarely exceeds 600 degrees. This means a lot of 
pOllution and energy is lost up the chimney (Turback, 1989). 
Since the catalyst thrives on smoke, large quantities of 
"green wood" or unseasoned wood are desiraLle. Such a unit 
provides all-night burns from formerly considered poor fuel 
wood. 
Smoke is also generated when the damper is nearly 
closed. This reduces oxygen, thus, slowing the rate of com-
bustion. Such a technique also provides for all-night burns. 
The catalyst is a sensitive apparatus and requires 
restricted ignition materials. Burning wood that has been 
pressure-treated, oiled, painted or impregnated with creo-
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sote. can damage the catalytic combustor. Ignition materials 
s uch as plastics. colored paper. and artificial logs also 
cause damage. Extremely dry wood burns too fast and can 
overload the catalyst. The only materials that should go 
into a catalytic unit are natural wood and regular (black 
and white) newspaper (Turback. 1989). 
Even with proper maintenance. however. the catalyst 
degrades in five to seven years and is expensive to replace. 
A catalytic replacement or add-on costs about $250.00. In 
all likelihood. the environmental benefit of contaminant 
reduction will be lost in the long term situation since 
degraded catalysts are so expensive to replace. 
Non-Catalytic Units 
There are four alternative techniques developed by the 
manufacturers of wood heating units which achieve EPA emis-
sion standards while eliminating the liabilities of replace-
ment costs and reduced emission control with the passage of 
time associated with catalytic units. 
The cleanest burning units are pellet burners which are 
far more effective in reducing particulate emissions than 
catalytic units. Emissions are reported as low as 0.5 grams 
of particulate matter per hour. The pellet movement began 
in the Northwest during the early eighties. In addition to 
the Northwest and Midwest. Vermont. California. and Tennessee 
have pellet mills. 
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Pellets consist of wood chips, bark, and other lumber 
processing by-products that have been dried, pUlverized, and 
compressed into cylinders one inch long and a quarter inch 
in diameter. The fuel is sold in 40 or 50 pound bags. Prices 
range from $80.00 per ton near a pellet mill to more than 
twice that amount 200 miles away (Turback, 1989). 
Increases in combustion are attributed to reduced mois-
ture content (5 percent verses 25 percent for seasoned r.ord -
wood). A ton of pellet fu e l has the same energy value as a 
cord and a half of firewood. In the Warren County wood fuel 
market, however, pellet fuel is not cost effective; a ton of 
pellet fuel costs $160.00 and a cord and a half of firewood 
costs $80.00, but the system does have some state of the art 
features which compensate for the additional costs. Key fea-
tures on the pellet system are automated firebox loading and 
damper controls. The fuel-supplying auger is controlled by a 
thermostat which can regulate burn times ranging from 15 to 
80 hours. It is fed by an 80-pound capacity hopper. 
A second techn ~ que to increase combustion is a simple 
modification of the traditional airtight unit. By reducing 
the firebox to an optimum size of 1.8 cubic feet, temper-
atures in excess of 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit can be reached, 
which is adequate for smoke combustion. This technique, 
however, is not popular with consumers because the reduction 
in firebox capacity means repetitious loading. On the other 
hand, reductions in firebox size means the unit takes up 
little space (Turback, 1989). 
The least pract i ca l method to reduce emissions is 
increasing fi r e box insulation; hea t resistant brick is the 
ins ulating factor i n most units . Emission reductions result 
from higher temperatures in the firebox. It is impractical 
because most of the heat is lost up the chimney. liood burning 
units heat space by conduc t ion through low-specific heat 
metals; they heat up rapidly and cool off rapidly. By in-
creasing insulation, particulate emissions are reduced, but 
heating efficiency is lost (Turback, 1989). 
Finally, a few manufac turers place governors on the 
dampers to insure adequate oxidation . Althoug h these units 
meet or exceed EPA emission standards, the rapid rate of 
oxidation reduces load burn time and produces uncomfortably 
high temperatures near the unit (Turback, 1989) . 
As a result of the new regulations, the EPA predicts 
an annual reduction of $1.5 billion in healthcare costs 
and proper t y damage resulting from exposure to woodsmoke 
(Turback, 1989). 
Technical improvements in emission controls have also 
led to greater efficiency for stoves and inserts. Inserts 
now have efficiency ratings that exceed 60% (an open fire-
place has a 10% rating) . Air-tight wood stoves now have 
ratings as high as 74% making them comparable to central 
furnaces (Security Chimneys, Inc., 1988). Prior to regula-
tions, a factory built cirCUlating f i replace had a rating of 
31%; a non-air tight stove had a rating of 40%. 
Increased carbon dioxide output, however, is an unfor-
17 
tunate by product of recently mandated standards. There has 
been a great deal of research and debate concerning the 
"green house effect." Neil Sampson (1988) states that the 
U.S. Forest Service has outlined a ten-year research initi-
ative that will cover all aspects of the burning of wood 
fuel on changing atmospheric conditions, including the 
"green house effect" and changing levels of air pollution. 
If studies such as the one outlined by Sampson conclude that 
rising CO 2 levels in the atmosphere are contributing to 
the "green house effect", then increasing unit efficiency 
only worsens the situation. 
On the other hand, the consequences of increased CO 2 
levels can be offset by a system of replanting harvested 
trees. An average mid-latitude hardwood tree recycles 13 
pounds of CO2 per year. An acre of deciduous forest can 
absorb 2.6 tons of CO 2 per year (sampson, 1988). Unfortu-
nately, reseeding in Warren County and no doubt other areas 
in south-central Kentucky is not presently practiced by wood 
fuel cutters. 
Woodland Management Issues 
In addition to air pollution and possible atmospheric 
warming, there are a number of other environmental problems 
associated with the harvesting of wood fuel. Fred Denecke 
(1988) states that the world's energy crisis is not about 
petroleum, it is about wood. "Any major commitment to the 
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production of biomass for energy will require more complete 
and reliable procedures for estimating growth, standing 
stock, and utilization. Increases in the demand for wood as 
an energy source may disrupt existing national timber supply 
systems and deplete the resource base" (Task Force on Energy 
and Forest Resources, p.6, 1979). This problem is regionally 
exacerbated by the fact that purchasers of wood fuel often 
react to extreme cold spells. While demand on timber for 
construction is at a minimum during winter months, areas of 
the country such as New England may experience disrupted 
timber supplies more than southern states because cold 
spells are more frequent and generally last longer. 
Although disrupted timber Supplies have not yet become 
a problem in Kentucky, this situation may change as popula-
tion increases and more homes are equipped with inserts and 
stoves. 
Uncontrolled harvesting may also deleteriously affect 
forest species composition and wildlife habitats, increase 
local karst groundwuter and surface drainage velocities and 
siltation, reduce soil fertility, and create more extreme 
humidity and temperature conditions in microclimates 
(Miller, 1990). 
Environmental dilemmas such as those mentioned are 
occurring in Warren County and elsewhere in the nation and 
will like~y increase in frequency as utility rates increase 
or prolonged cold spells occur. 
Data on national wood fuel consumption, however, is 
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limited. Consequently, reports on the numbers of residences 
in the United States that heat with wood are speculative or 
conflicting. Frederick Golden (1984) put forth an estimate 
of 20 percent for wood fuel consumption by United States 
households. G. Tyler Miller (1990) asserts that nearly one 
third of all Unit e d States residences use wood for part of 
their heat, an unlikely increase considering the precipitous 
decline in unit sales during the mid and late 1980s. Finally, 
Susie Parker (1988) quotes DOE figures that show 7.5 percent 
of American homes using wood for all their heat. 
While regional variations in the amount of wood con-
sumed and the proportions of wood fuel consumers clearly 
exist in response to the length and severity of cold weather 
and local availability of wood fuel SUpplies, regional 
studies have been even more restricted. Although E. L. 
Klein, Wood Energy Project manager for TVA stated that in 
1978, 50 percent of Maine residents heated with wood and 
that wood heating was a growing phenomenon in the lower 
Tennessee Valley, little specific research on this subject 
has been undertaken for other regions. 
Although Bryant (1986) found an inverse relationship 
between nation-wide consumption and income with respect to 
~lternate heating costs and other demand factors, there have 
been no regional attempts to verify or expand upon his 
findings. 
The present study is the first to establish the propor-
tion and settlement pattern of wood fuel consuming house-
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hOlds for a county-sized area and the first regional verifi-
cation and expansion of the factors of wood fuel consumption 
delineated by Bryant (1986). 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The data for this study were gathered from a random 
survey which was conducted through the mail with follow-up 
phone calls to survey form recipients. Since it is not 
likely that r e sidents of mUlti-family units will burn wood 
for heat, the population studied consisted of single family 
residences i n Warren County, Kentucky. Mobile homes located 
in parks were also discounted. 
The sample frame was taken from the January, 1989-1990, 
~ Central ~ Telephone Directory. To ensure randomness 
in the sample design, numbers 1-100 were written on slips of 
paper and placed in a hat. The slips of paper were drawn at 
random and subsequently replaced in the hat. The selection 
process began at the beginning of the phone directory. Each 
drawing provided the interval or number of addresses counted 
from one sample to the next. Addresses that consisted o f 
apartment numbers or trailer park names were not solicited. 
Instead, another slip was drawn, and the new interval was 
counted down from the previous address. Furthermore, ques-
tion Ib on the questionnaire (Appendix A) assured that the 
sample consisted of single family permanent residences and 
mobile homes located on private lots. 
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It was not pcssible to conduct a stratified random 
sample based on income due to the heterogeneous income pat-
tern in rural areas. Another reason is the fact that many 
non-fuel wood consumers provided insUfficient information to 
form income-based proportion estimates. 
The questionna ire delineated income of the household, 
annual consumption rate of wood fuel, neighborhood location, 
type of wood heating unit, and the alternate heating system 
in the residence as well as dwelling type. The term oil in 
question 6 on the survey form was intended to include all 
petroleum derived heating fuels. 
In order to insure a representative sample population, 
respondents were not asked to state their name or address on 
t he survey questionnaire. Also, questions were phrased con-
cisely and kept to a minimum number. Four hundred and fifty 
survey forms were mailed. Of this number, 194 responded for 
a response rate of 43 percent. Fifty one or 26.3 percent of 
the respondents were wood fuel consumers. 
As a caution to any mailed survey, Barber (1988) writes 
that when data are collected through mail questionnaires 
a form of sampling bias due to nonresponse often Occurs. The 
respondents to the questionnaire may not be representative 
of the overall population. Several studies have found that 
respondents are typically more highly educated, wealthier, 
and more interested in the subject of the qUestionnaire than 
members of the population at large. As was previously 
stated, attempts were made to minimize this situation by 
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constructing the questionnaire precisely and concisely. In 
addition, each questionnaire recipient received a follow-up 
phone call within a week of the mailing date to encourage 
participation. Finally, the anonymity of the respondents was 
guaranteed on the survey form . 
Of t he wood fuel consumers, there were as many respon-
dents reporting incomes below $20,000 as there were with 
incomes above $40,000. This suggests that wealth and level 
of educational attainment did not significantly bias the 
sample. 
The primary purposes were to determine the proportion 
of wood fuel consumers to the local population and which 
income group has the highest consumption rate of wood fuel. 
The proportion estimate tells how common wood fuel consump-
tion is in Warren County. Identifying the income group that 
consumes the most wood fuel provides a socioeconomic per-
spective while it isolates the greatest vector in the re-
lated environmental problems scenario. A classical two-
tailed test of hypothesis was used to determine the propor-
tion estimate. Correlation between consumption and income 
with respect to alternate heating systems and settlement 
patterns was determined by using a mUltiple regression model 
with "dummy variables," the same method as that used by 
Bryant (1986). 
Bryant used "du~my variables" for dwelling type (house 
or apartment), home ownership, and location (urban or 
rural). He also used independent quantitative variables for 
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heatillg and COoling degree days, number of residents per 
household, and age of the househOld head. However, there are 
seven reasons for discounting or modifying most of these 
variables: (I) In the present study, heating and COoling 
degree days were not included since there is little varia-
tion in them within the county. (2) Bryant included aesthetic 
wood fuel users and apartment dwellers. ConVersely, this 
study did not include them since it was examining the use of 
wood as a space heating source while Bryant was examining 
the economic factors of demand for wood fuel in general. (3) 
I subdivided heating into electric space, heat pump and 
natural gas varieties since their costs differ and are a 
function of income. In the case of natural gas, location is 
a factor as well. (4) Given that an average insert's space 
heating capability is similar to that of a typical ai r -tight 
stove (approximately 70 percent efficiency), I excluded unit 
type as a consumption variable. (5) Home ownership was dis-
counted as a factor because alternate energy cost savings 
for home owners also applies to owners of older rental pro-
perties who install wood heaters to offset the high costs of 
inefficient heating systems. The installation of wood 
heating units in rental properties is viewed by many as a 
means to keep renter turnover to a minimum (Murphy, 1990). 
There is the possibility, however, that older rental pro-
perties are inadequately insulated. Because determining 
insulation ratings would require on the spot inspections, 
there are no studies that have included insulation as a 
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'a t o r In wood consumption. (6) Since the amount of heated 
r a v rl S f rom home to home, with the same number of 
roo ms , insulati on, and residents held equal, the number of 
r s id nt s per household was also discounted. Because of the 
diffi c u l ty of obtaining accurate heated area dimensions, it 
follow that this factor was likewise discounted. (7) Since 
accu mul ate d training and work related experiences generally 
c ontribute to higher earnings, age was considered more a 
factor of income. Furthermore, low income retirees are 
eligible for government subsidized energy assistance which 
does not apply to the purchase of wood fuels. Hence, age was 
not deemed a direct fa ctor of consumption; therefore, it was 
discounted from this study. 
Proportion Est imation 
To test the accuracy of the 25 percent proportion hypo-
thesis for the county, I used the classical two-tailed test 
outlined by Barber (198~). The null hypothesis or expected 
percentage of wood fuel consumers is based on a compromise 
between 20% put forth by Golden (1984) and 30% by Miller 
(1990) . Simply stated, any proportion estimate that is not 
relatively close to the null hypothesis and falling in a 
critical region of a normally distributed random sample is 
supportive of an alternate hypothesis. The acceptance of an 
alternate hypothesis means the null hypothesis or the 
expected percentage mus t be rejected. A more formal defini-
tion of null and alternate hypothesis for the study is 
illustrated in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1. Formulation of Hypothesis 
Nul ! hypothesis: estimated proportion .25 
Alternate hypothesis: estimated proportion ~ .25 
Figure 2-1. 
Critical Region, Limits for Wood Heating Proportion 
(Reject t( ________________ D_o __ n_o_t __ r_e~j_e_c_t __________ ~) Reject, 
alpha/2 
equals 
.025 
.1892 
-1.96 
I 
l-alpha=.95 
I 
I 
alpha/2 
.25 
.31076 
o 1. 96 
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Critical limits were found by using the standardizing 
formul a for normal distribution. Alpha represents the level 
of significance, a five percent chance of an error. Standard 
deviation is .031. Since proportion = . 263 is between .1892 
a "d .31076, it does not lie in a critical region. The null 
hypothesis is true and c annot be rejected. 
Rura l and Urban Sample Populations 
Of the 194 respondents, 109 were from urban residences; 
85 were from rural homes. Residence designation as either 
rural or urban is classified by BRADD (1988). Although the 
settlement proportions of the respondents suggest that rural 
dWellers are more likely to burn wood for space heating, a 
classical test of hypotheses was used to provide an objec-
tive evaluation procedure. Essentially, the test asks the 
questioh: are the two samples from different populations 
(Barber, 1988)? 
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Table 2-2. Difference of Proportion Two-Tail Test 
Respondents Wood Fuel Consumers 
Rural 85 34 
Urban 109 17 
Hypotheses: 
Null hypothesis: same population (no difference). 
Alternate hypothesis: two populations (difference). 
Test statistic: 
Z PI P2 - Do 
~Pl(1-Pl)/n1 + P2 (I-P2 )/n2 
Level of significance: 
Alpha = .05 
Decision rule: 
Proportion 
.40 
.16 
Reject null hypothesis if Z is less than -1.96 or if Z is 
greater than 1.96; otherwise accept null hypothesis. 
Decision: 
Since Z = 3.769 is greater than 1.96, I reject null 
hypothesis. 
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This test is important, since it proves that rural 
wood burners are a distinct population from that of their 
urban counterparts. Given that, in Warren County, rural wood 
burning is more frequent than in urban areas, it may be that 
rural residents are also more wood heating intensive. This 
topic will be discussed in Cha~ter III. 
CHAPTER III 
WOOD CONSUMPTION PATTERNS 
The purpOse of this chapter is to examine the effects 
of income. alternate heating systems. and settlement pat-
terns on wood fuel consumption rates. Essentially. the study 
found very significant correlations between income. certain 
alternate heating systems. and settlement patterns. 
In the discussion which fOllows. I present the theoret-
ical framework for the income-consumption model and division 
of income groups as well as empirical data on possible 
factors related to wood fuel consumption differentials. 
Development of the best fit model is presented in the last 
section. 
Income Groups 
The quantitative variable income is the major factor in 
consumption rates. As incomes increase. households can 
afford to maximize heating efficiency by converting to more 
efficient alternate heating systems as well as increasing 
insulation. This ussumption is supported by Bryant (1986). 
Since the number of househOlds below $20.000 was the 
same as those above $40.000. with the same being true for 
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the range $20,OUO to $40,000, they make up the income 
groups. It follows that each income group has distinctive 
consumption patterns. Figure 3-1 shows a scatter plot of the 
income-consumption relationship. 
This relationship is formally captured in the simple 
least squares model: 
where 
CONS 
CONS 
INC 
consumption in rics, and 
annual househOld income. 
The regression line is an algebraic expression or best fit 
line revealing the trend in consumption with increases in 
income. By using the estimated regression model, the best 
estimate of consumption can be made for any given income 
(Table 3-1). Note that the adjusted R square is approxi-
mately 42 percent with a very significant T test. In short, 
over 40 percent of the variation in consumption is explained 
by this model. 
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Table 3-1. SamEle POEulation Income-ConsumEtion Data 
Multiple R 
.656 
R Square 
.431 
Adjusted R Square 
.419 
Standard Error 2.0 9 
Variable B SE B Beta T S1g T 
Income 
-.079 
.012 
-.656 
-6.088 
.0000 
Constant 8.896 
.544 16.359 
.0000 
The initial model is expanded upon in subsequent sec-
tions to incorporate additional determinants Of wood fuel 
,consumption. 
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Figure 3 - 1. Consumption Scatter Diagram 
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Alternate Heating Systems 
There are large differentials in the cost of alternate 
heating sources in the local area (Table 3-2). Perhaps it is 
reasonable to assume that comparatively high cost heating 
systems could be a factor in wood heating intensity. In 
other words, one might expect that the intercept and slope 
parameters of the initial model would vary as a function of 
the type of alternate heating system. As an initial exam-
i nation of wood fuel consumption and alternate heating 
sources, I calculated regression lines for each and plotted 
the values in Figure 3-2. 
Table 3-2. Estimated Local Costs for Residential Space 
Heating (1.200-1,500 sq . ft.) by Primary Heating 
Source with no Secondary Heating Systems 
Heating System Wood Elec. Space Heat Pump Natural Gas 
Six Months $270 $748 $360 $350 
Sources: Dillard, 1990, and McAlpin, 1990, and Ray Miller, 
1990 (Wood fuel costs = 9 rics x $30.00 are based on consum-
ption estimates for units which pre-date EPA emission and 
efficiency standards). 
Natural gas and electric heat pump heating sources in 
the local area are only slightly more expensive than wood 
Figure 3-2. Consumption Scatter Diagram vith 
Reg ression Lines for Alternate Heating Sources 
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fuels. As incomes increase, househOlds can forgo the labor 
required to maintain wood fuel supplies, since they can 
afford to keep indoor temperatures at a comfortable level at 
little additional cost. 
Of course, with respect to Table 3-2, actual heating 
costs vary from home to home due to variations in exterior, 
floor, or ceiling insulation as well as exposure to pre-
vailing northerly winds or insolation. 
Upon close examination of Figure 3-2, there is evidence 
that electricity users are a heterogeneous group in their 
consumptive behavior (only electric space heating systems 
produced a positive regression line). If this is true, then 
it is not reasonable to lump all electriCity users in a com-
parison with gas users. 
A positive slope suggests that wood fuel consumption in 
electric space heat equipped homes is directly related to 
income. This relationship is partially explained by a com-
bination of two factors: (I) middle income families fre-
quently reside in larger homes than low income households, 
requiring more energy for space heating. (2) For those who 
buy their wood fuel SUpplies, electric space heating is 2.8 
times more expensive than wood fuels (Table 3-2). The savings 
in heating costs are even greater for those who are self-
sUfficient in wood fuel sUpplies. Essentially, wood fuel is 
consumed in lieu Of more costly electric space heating 
systems. 
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Table 3-3. Wood Fuel Consumption by Alternate Heating Systems 
System Type Electric Seace Electric PumE Natural Gas 
Number units 9 24 18 
Sample pie 0.176 0. 4 71 0.353 
Mean y 9.555 5.63 4 .94 
Mean x 17.22 41.708 36.94 
s, y 1.236 2.183 2.41 
s, x 9.536 21.300 23.76 
r 
.275 
-.633 
-.648 
r2 
.076 
.400 
.420 
The fact that such a high percentage of wood fuel users 
have electric heat pumps can be partially explained. In ad-
dition to savings in comparatively higher cost electric 
heating expenses, air from heat pump vents range between 
90-95 degrees Fahrenheit. It feels cool to human skin which 
is at 98.6 degrees. It follows that wood is often burned to 
produce "real" heat. 
Homes with electric space heaters consume the highest 
amount of wood fuel in the lower and middle income groups. 
There were no upper income households so equipped (Table 
3-4). The average income of households that have electric 
space heaters is $17,220.00. The average consumption is 
9.536 rics. Moreover this group has the lowest percentage of 
the sample Population, 17.6 percent. 
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Households with electric heat pumps represent the 
second highest consumption category, 5.63 rics. Electric 
heat pump equipped homes have the highest average income, 
$41,708.00, and highest percentage, 47.1 percent of th~ 
households reported. The variation in consumption, however, 
is nearly tw i ce as high as that of electric space heating 
equipped households; this is partially explained by the 
greater range in incomes of heat pump equipped households, 
$10,000 to $95,000 as compared t o only $5,000 to $32,000 for 
electric space heating equipped households. 
While natural gas seems to be instrumental in re-
stricting wood consumption in every income category (Table 
3-4), natural gas is not available in outlying areas. The 
mean income for natural gas households is $36,940.00, and 
the average wood fuel consumption is only 4.94 rics. Natural 
gas represents the second lowest percentage of households of 
the sampled groups, 35.3 percent. 
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Table 3-4. Wood fuel Consumption for Homes with Alternate 
Heating Systems by I ncome Groups 
Lower 
Residences 
17 
Residences (nat . gas) 
06 
Residences (electric) 
II 
Mean y (total) 
08.41 rics 
Mean y (nat. gas) 
06.83 rics 
Mean y (electric) 
09.02 rics 
Middle 
1 7 
06 
II 
06.00 rics 
05.17 rics 
06.46 rics 
Upper 
1 7 
06 
) 1 
03.82 rics 
. ~ 
02.83 rics 
04.36 rics 
In all income brackets electrically heated residences 
are more wood intensive than natural gas homes, although l ow 
income households with natural gas consume more wood fuel 
than middle income households on electricity with the same 
being true for middle income households versus upper income 
households . 
Rural and Urban Consumption Patterns 
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Averag e wood fuel consumption rates in rural homes is 
7.09 rics as compared to only 4.06 rics for their urban 
counterparts. This is a substantive difference. Apparent 
consumption differentials are explained in part by the fact 
that twenty eight rural homes are totally self-sufficient in 
wood fuel supplies while the remaining six purchase an aver-
age of only 29 percent. This is a function of: (1) Lack of 
natural gas availability, and (2) availabilty of wood fuels 
which can be obtained at minimal labor and equipment costs. 
Table 3-5. Numbers of Rural and Urban Wood Fuel Consumers br 
Income Groups and Alternate Heating Systems 
Urban Rural 
Lower Middle Upper Lower Middle Upper 
Elec. Space 0 0 6 2 0 
Heat Pump 0 2 3 4 7 8 
Nat. Gas 3 3 5 3 3 
Urban households that use wood are located in suburban 
areas, with the highest concentrations on the periphery of 
Bowling Green (Figure 3-3). Sixteen of the seventeen (94%) 
buy their wood. Urban wood fuel consumers with respect to 
natural gas are better represented in the upper income group 
than their rural counterparts. Conversely, in the lower 
income group, electric space heat is more common among rural 
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wood ~urners (Table 3-5), 
Developing the MUltiple Regression Model 
Given that there are apparent consumption differentials 
with refe rence to alternate heating systems and settlement 
patterns, the initial model parameters may be affected. 
Therefore, an expanded model must be developed (Casetti, 
1972). In this section, a mUltivariate regression model is 
specified and estimated Using a stepwise method. 
Table 3-6 identifies the variables used in the sub-
sequent analysis. 
Table 3-6 Description of Variables 
Variable Description 
CONS Annual wood fUel consumption measured in rics 
INC Reported annual household income 
URB if urban household 
:: 0 if rural household 
SES :: if electric space heating 
:: 0 if otherwise 
GAS if natural gas 
0 if otherwise 
The reSUlting data therefore consists of 51 observations on 
five variables, one observation from each house. The ex-
panded mo~el specifically is: 
The initial model identified previously is 
(1) CONS = bO + b1INC + e. 
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This model is expanded by recognizing the Possible 
depend eoce of bO and b i on other factors. 
(2) bO bOO + bOIURB + b02SES + b03GAS 
b 1 b lO + bIIURB • b I2 SES + b I3GAS 
The final result is the expanded model. 
(3) CONS = bOO + b01URB + b02 SES + b03GAS + 
bIO*INC + b1IURB*INC + b I2 SES*INC + 
b 13GAS*lNC + e 
The result of fitting this least squares equation using 
a stepWise procedure is given in Table 3-7 and Appendix D-3. 
Calculations were performed on an IBM PC using an SPSS+ 
package with a stepwise regression procedure (see Appendix 
C and D for data printouts). Using the stepwise regression 
procedure, I was able to select the best subset of var-
iables. 
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Table 3- 7. Re ression Coefficients. Standard Errors. and 
t Values 
Variable coefficient SE t sig 
INC 
-. 064 9.156 
-6.967 
.0000 
URB 
-2.276 
.425 
-5.346 
.0000 
INC x SES 
.113 
.027 4.161 
.0001 
(constant) 8.77103 
.42959 20 . 417 
.0000 
Multiple R 
.86341 
R Square 
.74548 
Adjusted R2 
.72924 
Standard Error 1. 39175 
It is not possible to conclude that a difference exists 
between natural gas and electric heat pump user consumption 
rates, although there exists a significant difference in 
consumption rates between electric space heating users and 
their natural gas and electric heat pump equipped Counter-
parts. This conclusion is not surprising, since there are 
substantial cost differentials among alternate heat Sources 
. 
(Table 3-2). Essentially, wood fuel consumption is in-
Versely related to income for those households equipped with 
heat pumps and natural gas furnaces. In electric space 
heated homes, wood fuel consumption is directly related to 
income. 
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Significant di f ferences exist between urban and rural 
wood fuel consumption rates. This relationship was expected 
due to the close proximity of comparatively low cost wood 
fuel supplies in rural areas. ConVersely, comparatively low 
cost natural gas is available to most urban residents (65 
percent of urban respondents have natural gas heating while 
only 20 percent of rural wood burners are so equipped). 
These conclusions appear valid; however, an examination 
of residuals is necessary to insure that there are no seri-
ous violations of model assumptions, or any model misspeci_ 
fications (Price, p.60, 1977). Appendix C-I shows standard_ 
ized residuals plotted on a histogram. The shape of the 
residual distribution approximates a normal distribution. In 
addition, a normal probability (p_P) plot of standardized 
residuals (Appendix C-2) show the residuals distributed 
along the expected value line. The residual plots suggest 
five r~asons for accepting the data. (1) The error terms 
have constant variance. (2) Error terms are independent and 
form no patterns. (3) The error terms are approximately 
nOrmally distributed without any severe outliers (greater 
than 3 standard deviations from the mean). (4) The model has 
accounted for all independent variables, and (5) the regres-
, 
sion function is linear. Consequently, there appear to be no 
violations of assumptions. 
Most of the variation in consumption is explained by 
the model. However, approximately 28 percent of the consump-
tion variation remains unexplained. In addition to differ-
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ences in personal preference, there are two possible factors 
that could cause variations in wood fuel consumption rates. 
A number of families in the middle income group are 
probably transitional with respect to housing choices. For 
example, upwardly mobile young adults might have moved into 
a residence before their incomes enabled them to make a 
better choice of housing. Older homes lacking a feasible 
potential for exterior wall insulation, for example, pro-
bably require a maximum number of rics for adequate alter-
nate space heating. 
A second possibility lies with the wood heating unit 
itself. Efficient catalytic units make the most of fuel wood 
energy potential. However, since these units are relatively 
new on the market, no attempt was made to gather data on 
them as there is very little likelihood that they would have 
shown up in significant numbers in the survey. 
It would be interesting if future research in this area 
could find a distinct consumption pattern for electric heat 
pump users in rural versus urban areas with respect to 
income. The present study had an inadequate sample distribu-
tion among urban heat pump equipped househOlds to make a 
valid comparison. Among urban households that are heat pump 
equipped only two middle income and two upper income cases 
are included with none from the lower income group. 
CHAPTER IV 
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
In this chapter local environmental issues related to 
wood f uel burning and harvesting with primary emphasis on 
air pollution, deforestation, and adverse economic aspects 
will be considered . The topic of air pollution is discussed 
with respect to local topographic features a~d potential 
future increases in woed fuel consumption. Problems assoc-
iat~~ with uncontrolled harvesting such as deforestation and 
its effe cts on the forest's capacity to control erosion as 
well as the forest ecosystem and soil formations are signif-
icant long-term consequences. Fi nally , at the end of the 
chapter, I will discuss the potential for local and state 
tax revenues based on income derived from wood fuel sales. 
Air Pollution 
Owen (1980) noted that at night the earth's surface 
cools off rapidly because of heat radiation into the atmos-
phere. As a result, the air layer next to it cools off 
rapidly. A condition therefore develops in which a warmer 
layer of air, 10 to 1,000 feet above the ground, forms a 
" l id" over the cooler layer beneath it. This thermal temper-
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ature inversion effectively prevents any vertical mixing or 
dispersal of air and airborne contaminants. 
The presence of the Dripping Springs escarpment in 
western Warren County also contributes to temperature inver-
sions. During the winter months and especially at night, 
relatively cool air descends the escarpment forcing warmer 
air to ascend; thus an atmospheric inversion traps benzo-a-
pyrene, nitrogen oxides, polycyclic organic matter, carbon 
monoxide, and other aerosols and particulate solids. 
These problems are not presently as severe locally as 
those experienced by Portland, Oregon, and Missoula, 
Mo n na. When the cost of electricity, natural gas, or pet-
rol eum based fuels rise, the frequency of wood burning will 
likely i ncrease proportionally in both urban and rural 
ar~as. A similar situation may develop if Warren County were 
to exper ience a series of severe winters. The result will be 
proportionately higher levels of air pollution in rural and 
urban areas. 
Deforestation 
A recent situation in Warren County lends proof to the 
contention that fuel wood consumers respond to cold weather . 
A local purveyor of firewOOd stated that he sold 700 rics 
(a ric is 37.5% of a cord) or 33,600 cubic feet during the 
bitter cold of December, 1989 compared with less than 200 
rics in an average winter month. The wood was harvested from 
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the thinly forested areas in southern Warren County near the 
pur~eyor's home (Figure 1-2). During December, 1989, ric 
prices rose from $25.00 to $35.00 (Vance. 1989). 
The Society of American Foresters (1979) estimates that 
properly managed deciduous forest lands average 74 cubic 
feet of annual growth per acre. In Warren County and no 
doubt other areas of south-central Kentucky, annual growth 
per acre only averages 33 cUbic feet per year due to lack of 
proper management (Moore, 1990). During December, 1989, the 
local purveyor mentioned above sold the annual growth from 
nearly 1,000 acres. Given the facts that there ~re probably 
less than 45.000 acres of commercial woodland in the county 
and t h~t the purveyor has several counterparts, the 10n9-
term f~ture may be one of limited wood fuel supplies. 
According to the ~ Data ~ (1988), 44,074 acres 
in Warren County were forested in 1982. In 1974, there were 
44,880 acres of forest land, a net loss of 806 acres in 9 
years . Urban growth and lumber use accounts for a part of 
this deforestation. 
The 44,074 acres of woodlands in Warren County serve 
important functions in addition to those already mentioned. 
Eig~t of these have been identified in recent field obser-
vat ~ ons. (1) Tree roots impede further erosion and collapse 
around sinkholes. (2) Trees planted along fence rows serve 
as property boundaries, windbreaks, and shelter for small 
animals. (3) Small stands in pastures provide shade and 
shelter for livestock. (4) Trees planted near buildings pro-
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vide shade in the summer and windbreaks in the winter as 
well as increased property values because of their aesthetic 
perceptiblity. (5) Along the edges of flood plains where the 
topography slopes up, rows of trees mark the farm use boun -
dary. (6) On steep slopes, trees greatly reduce soil erosion 
and stop soil creep and mass wasting which cause siltation 
of stream channels. (7) On abandoned farm s and homesteads, 
trees are present as secondary growth. These are predomi-
nantly sun-tolerant eastern red cedars Which provide shade 
for hardwood saplings and shelter for deer and other wild-
life. (8) Along creek banks, trees provide needed shade and 
cover for fish and other aquatic life. 
Hardwoods are extensively harvested as fuel wood and 
exclusively by purveyors in south-central Kentucky . Oak 
(white and red), hickory, apple, American elm, black locust, 
and sugar maples are highly prized by consumers because they 
burn slOWly and require few trips to the woodbox. Deciduous 
softwoods such as the yellow poplar and coniferous species 
are not considered as valuable as a fuel wood because they 
burn rapidly; although whp.n properly seasoned, they produce 
the same energy as hardwoods, 7,000 BTUs (British Thermal 
Uni~s) per pound (see Appendix B for Relative Fuel Wood 
Values). Accessibility, however, is the most important fac-
tor for the household that cuts its own wood. Hickory lo-
cated 300 yards away from a wood lot is not as attractive as 
tulip poplar only 15 yards away (Mother ~ News, 1987). 
In the long run, the emphasis on harvesting hardwoods 
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for fuel will obviously alter the species composition of the 
forest. and this in turn can adversely affect wildlife. When 
the sapwood (xylem) becomes clogged with resin and gums. it 
becomes part of the heartwood. Overly mature trees often 
become hollow as a result of heart-rot fungus. Many wood 
fuel consumers cut or purchase these trees because they have 
no economic value as construction material. However. such 
dead standing trees and fallen logs make breeding dens for 
opossums. flying squirrels. and woodpeckers; thus. they 
serve to increase the forest's capacity for wildlife (Owen. 
1980). 
In addition. there may also be adverse effects on local 
soil formation. The root systems of trees retard nutrient 
depletion by percolating and runoff water. Tree roots. which 
may extend to a depth of 150 feet. are nutrient pumps. Hard-
woods are more nutrient demanding than conifers; therefore 
the ir litter has a higher concentration of nutrients. The 
litter provides rich humus that produces less acidic alfi-
sols compared with. for example. the ultisols which are pre-
sent in southern yellow pine forests (Miller. 1980). Some of 
the nutrients are carried down by percolating water. but 
because a mature hardwood tree requires 200 pounds of water 
to produce one pound of carbohydrates as well as creating a 
nutrient supply. it recycles these water soluable nutrients 
to the leaves and ultimately the topsoil when the leaves are 
shed. In turn. these nutrients are also consumed by plants 
in the understory which are sources of food. shelter. and 
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climate moderation for various fauna (Clapham. 1973). 
There is also an adverse economic aspect to local har-
vesting. In Warren County. receipts from vood sales are not 
categorically reported. Agricultur 1 receipts are reported 
on tobacco. corn . vheat. soybeans. barley. sorghum. alfalfa 
hay. all other hay. milk. and livestock . county and state 
governments vould benefit. as veIl. from tax revenue derived 
from wood fuel sales (BRADD ~~. 1988 ) . 
Managed harvesting in Warren County is haphaz rd at 
bpst. There are serious environmental issues at hand. The 
intensity of harvesting is directly related to cold weather 
and conventional energy costs. If Warren Cou nty vere to 
experienc e a series of severe winters or ri s i nQ u ili y 
rates in the near future. problems associated wi th wood fuel 
related deforestation will become manifold. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSJO 
This research has shown tha an stimated 26% of I'arren 
County si ngle family homes use some quantity of wood for 
their heating needs. Residences hat are equipped with elec-
trlc space hea ers are most frequently represented in the 
lower income group. They are also he most wood intensive. 
The presence of a natural gas system suppresses wood con-
sumption. Households that have n tural gas heating units are 
likely to be the most urban or suburban wood consumers. They 
also consume he least quantity of wood. 
With the exception of electric space heat equipped 
homes. there is a st rong inverse relationship between con-
sumption a nd income. Low income households consume 2 . 2 times 
more wood fuel than upper income households. Low income 
households on natural gas consumed more wood fuel han mid-
dle income households on electricity ; the sa me is true for 
mid~le verses upper income households. 
It has also been shown that rural res idents are 2.5 
times more likely to use wood fuel for home heating than 
urban residents because of a lack of natural gas availabil-
ity and the relatively close proximity of wood fuel. They 
also consume 1.75 times more wood fuel per household than 
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their urban counterpar s. 
While alte rnate heating sys ems nd settlement patterns 
account for most of the variance in consumption rates. house 
size . insulation, and personal taste fac ors as well as the 
quality of the wood heating unit probably account for the 
remaind r. 
Future research in this area must account for house 
size , insulation. and personal taste factors as well as the 
age and type of the wood hea ing unit in the determina ion 
of income-consumption correlations. 
This res arch has also shown that there are ir pollu-
ion problems associated with wood heating units th t pre-
date EPA air pollution contrOl standards and that newer 
units markedly reduce all of these except carbon dioxide 
which is increased . 
The re are also he problems associated with uncontrol-
"~d h Arvesting. deforesta ion. erosion , loss of wildlife 
habitat. more extreme conditions in microclimates, disrupted 
lu mber supply systems. and neglect of potential tax revenue. 
These are all problems warranting further investig tion. 
Ther are positive benef! s to be derived from wood 
heating . Reductions in util i ty costs (particula rly high cost 
electricity) have been cited . Also . wood heaters produce 
sensible heat that provides warmth while it tends to draw 
the fami ly closer together. I n addition . there is the po-
tential for additional loca l and sta te tax revenue. 
Wood stov e sales. howeve r . have suffered lately , a nd 
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many manufactu r e r s have merged or folded . Insert sales have 
been on the increase and are picking up some of the sagging 
stove market . S tove sales will no doubt piCk up as natural 
gas a nd electric rates ri se i n the future . onetheless, 
indus try officials are optimistic that improvements in 
aesthetics and efficiency will increase demand for both 
types of wood heating units. 
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APPENDIX A 
WOOD FUEL fOR HOME HEATI G SURVEY 
Dear Warren County Citizen: 2/02/90 
The purpose of this study is 0 determine he ex ent of 
wood as a home heatin9 source and how it relates to other 
sources o( heat such as electrici y and gas. The information 
you provide will be used for s a istical purposes only . Your 
nam will not be associated with he study . 
The results of this poll will be used in my studies 
at Western KentuCky Universi y. 
Please find an enclosed return envelope . No pos age is 
necess ry. greatly appreciate your taking the time 0 help 
me with my educational pursuits . 
1 . a . Do you use wood for space heat? Yes __ 0 __ 
b. Which describes your residence? House __ Apartment __ 
Trailer(lot) Trailer(pa rk ) 
2 . How many rOOms does your residence have? __ _ 
3 . How many rooms do you heat with wood? __ _ 
4. How many rics do you burn in a year? __ _ 
5 . How do you burn the wood? Fireplace Inse rt __ Stove __ 
6 . What other heat source do you have? Electric Space __ 
Electric Heat Pu mp __ Gas __ Oi1 __ Kerosene __ 
7 . What is your annual household income? ____ __ 
8. What percentage of your fuel wood is bought? 
9. Please write the name of your cityC community). road. 
or stree ( your complete address is not necessary). 
community) ( Street/road) 
SUPPLEMENT: If you have any r ema rks/suggestions concerning 
this topic that you feel were not co ve red in the su rvey. 
please conside r it a big help to elaborate on them. 
High (21-26) 
Apple 
Beecr. , American 
Beech, blue 
Birch, black 
Birch, yellow 
Dog wood 
Hickory 
Ironwood 
Locus t, black 
Maple, sugar 
Oak, black 
Oak , red 
Oak, white 
Osage, orange 
APPENDIX B 
RELATIVE FUEL VALUE 
(Mill ions of RTUs/co rd ) 
Medium (17-20) 
Ash, black 
Ash, green 
Ash, white 
Bi r ch, g ray 
Bi rch, white 
Cherry, black 
El m, American 
Fir, Douglas 
Locust, honey 
laple, r ed 
Pine, longleaf 
Pine, Nor.'ay 
Sweet gum 
Sycamore, American 
Persimmon Tupelo, black 
Servicebe r ry , downy Wal nu t , black 
Source : ~ ~~, 1987. 
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Lo w ( 11-16) 
Aspen, big ooth 
Aspen, quaking 
Basswood 
Box-elder 
Butte rnut 
Catalpa 
Cot onwood 
Fir, balsam 
Hemlock 
Pi ne , white 
Poplar, balsam 
Poplar, yellow 
Spr uce, red 
Willow , black 
C - 1 
Histog r am - Standa rd ized Residual 
NExp N (* 
-
1 Cases, 
0 . 04 Out 
0 . 08 3.00 
0 .20 2 . 67 
2 . 45 2 . 33 ** 
1 . 93 2.00 
2 1. 70 1. 67 * : 
2 2 . 80 1. 33 ** . 
4 4 . 11 1. 00 *** : 
1 5. 4 2 .67 * 
5 6 . 39 .33 y • ••• * . 
7 6 .7 5 . 00 ** •• ** : 
9 6.39 - . 33 ••••• :* •• 
* 5 .4 2 -. 67 **** : **.*. * 
5 4 . 11 - 1.00 .**:* 
0 2 . 80 - 1. 33 
1 1. 70 - 1. 67 * . 
1 . 93 - 2.00 
0 . 4 5 - 2 . 33 
0 . 20 - 2.67 
0 . 08 - 3 . 00 
0 . 0 4 Ou t 
C - 2 
Normal Probabi l i ty (P-P) Plot 
Stand a rd ized Residual 
: 
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-
Normal Curve) 
1 .0 +---------+---------+---______ + _________ * 
1 ·*;*1 .** 
*** + *.*.* . 7 5 
1 *** *** 
** ** 
0 
b 
s 
e . 5 + 
1 
r 
v 
e 
d 
** 
* 
**. 
* . 
. 25 + 
* 
I 
. * 
* 
.** 
0-1 
" U L TIP L ERE C R £ S S ION 
Equation NWlber 1 Dependent Variable .. 
Variable (a) Enterad on Step H'uabar 
1.. INC 
Multiple R 
R Square 
Adjust.ed R Square 
Standard. Error 
.65625 
.<)067 
.<1905 
2.03862 
~nalysis of Variance 
DF 
Reqr-••• ion 1 
R •• ldual 49 
Sum of Square. 
154.04466 
201. 64161 
r - 17.06604 Si9ni! F - .0000 
RICS 
"aan square 
154.04466 
4.15595 
"ULTIPLE R E C R £ 5 5 ION 
Equation HuClber 1 Dependent variable .. RIC5 
------------------ variabl ... in the Equation ------------------
Variable 
INC 
(Constant) 
........ ------_ ... _-
varlable 
CAS 
X5E5 
URB 
XUR8 
B 
-.07892 
8.89646 
5E B 
.01296 
.5<)82 
Beta 
- . 65625 
T 5i9 T 
-6.088 .0000 
16. 159 .0000 
Variables not in the Equation -------------
Beta In Partial "In Toler T 5i9 T 
-.28948 - . 38J32 .99827 -2.875 .0060 
.413JJ .53022 .93686 4. JJ3 .0001 
- .47303 - . 62313 .98800 -5.520 .0000 
- . 39837 - . 47564 .81163 -1. 146 .0005 
0- 2 
"ULTIPL £ R£CR£SSIOII 
Equation lIumber 1 Dependent Variable .. RICS 
Var i able (s) Entared on S tep Numbe r 
2.. URB 
"ultip1. R 
RSquara 
Ad justed R Square 
Standard Error 
.80no 
.651 ,. 
.61721 
1. 61096 
Analysi. ot Variance 
OF 
Ragr •• 5ion 2 
R • • ldual 48 
Sum o f Squa res 
2)3 . 1177 8 
124 .56850 
Hea n Square 
116 .55889 
2.59518 
r - 44 .91)66 Siqnit r - . 0000 
" ULTIPL£ R £ C R £ S S 1011 
£Cf\la~ on ~'ulIID. r 1 Dependent Var i able .. RICS 
--- ... -- ------------ Variabl •• in the Equat ion ------------------
varIable 
INC 
URB 
(Cons tant) 
-------------
Vlr i able 
CAS 
XSES 
XURB 
B 
- . 07269 
-2 .65740 
9 . 55973 
S£ B 
. 010)1 
.48142 
.44622 
aeta 
- . 6044) 
- . 4nO) 
T S q T 
- 7 . 05) 
- 5.520 
21. <24 
.0000 
.0000 
.0000 
v. riables not i n the Equat ion -------------
eata In Partial " in Toler T Siq T 
- . 06067 - . 08765 . 7195' - .60) .549) 
• )2189 . 51882 . 89 H9 4 . 161 . 0001 
. 18471 .145 22 .21 528 1.006 . 3194 
Equation Number 1 
D-1 
M ULTIPLE RE G RES S I 0 ~ 
Dependent Va r iablo .. RICS 
Variable,s) Entered on Step Number 
l. . XSES 
Mu ltiple R 
R Square 
Ad justed R Square 
Standard Error 
.86141 
.74548 
.72924 
1.19175 
Anely .is ot variance 
OF 
Regr •• sion 1 
R •• idual .7 
Sum 0 t Squa res 
266.64878 
91. 03749 
Kean Squa re 
88.88291 
1. 91697 
r • 45 .88766 Siqnlt F . .0000 
M U L TIP L ER E G RES 5 ION 
Equation Number 1 Dependent variable .. RICS 
------------------ Va r iabl •• i n the £quat on ------------------
Variable 
INC 
URB 
XS[S 
(Const ant) 
va r iable 
GAS 
XUR8 
B SE B Bet" 
-.06380 9.15665E-Ol -.5104 7 
-2. 27658 . 4 2587 -.40524 
. 1112 5 .02722 .32189 
8.7710) .42959 
Var iables not in the Equat i on 
Set In Partial Hin Toler 
.019 )8 
.114)0 
.03195 
.10450 
.691 7 4 
.21273 
T 
-6.967 
-5.346 
4 . 161 
20.417 
T Siq T 
.217 . 829) 
.71) . 4797 
Slq T 
.0000 
.0000 
.0001 
.0000 
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